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Does gravity exist? Of course Isaac Newton and the falling
apple showed that things are naturally attracted to the Earth,
but that doesn’t prove anything. After all, isn’t the world
magnetic? The poles are, right? So maybe apples are made out
of iron. There’s iron in food, isn’t there? And don’t people
also have iron in them? The planet is clearly one huge and
powerful magnet, that pulls in even the smallest traces of the
metal. Do you really think that objects get attracted to other
objects, just because they’re big? Think of the largest thing
in the solar system - the sun. Do we get pulled right into it?
Nope. We circle it, the way nature intended.

And here’s another thing... People float in space. Why don’t
they shoot towards the sun, like the Earth apparently does ‘in
it’s own way’? Draw your own conclusions, it’s pretty simple.
But, why has this whole myth been spread by those iron-based
individuals in power? Maybe it’s because the rest of society
can’t handle the thought that humanity is largely metallic.
Are we all some kind of robots that have been manufactured?
It’s a nightmarish thought, isn’t it? If we are all droids,
that would explain our naturally close relationships with
computers and artificial intelligence and our strong desire to
destroy nature, such as forests. It’s not because we need the
wood, we’re simply taking over.

So why are so many scientists afraid of AI? Now here’s where
things get really crazy: Are scientists actually aliens? Have
you ever thought about the Large Hadron Collider? Does that
look like something people/robots had the ability to build? I
doubt it. And here’s a worrying fact: It was feared that the
LHC was going to end the whole universe. Therefore, scientists
are at war with us threatening droids, and it’s only a matter
of time before everyone dies. But why haven’t the eggheads
been stopped by the robot government? Maybe because the former
are masquerading as the rest of us. They certainly look like
us, and that’s what is the most troubling.

So, what to do? Nothing; we’re all fucked. Only joking, we
just need to find the physicist’s weak spots. You know what
they hate? Irrationality. We explain to them that E=MC3, so
their brains eventually fry, as they have to rethink
everything they’ve ever studied. When they’re exhausted and
with no cognitive ability remaining, we finish them off by
explaining that 1+1=3. How do we be so convincing? By acting
like ultra advanced space travellers. We could say to them
things like, ‘hey, what do you think of the weather on
Jupiter?’ Cold, right? Once they agree, we tell them how
interesting maths is, and impress them by reciting pi to
1,000,000 decimal places. (It would take a lot of memorising,
I know). Once you’ve mesmerised them, explain how Einstein was
an idiot. Job done. (Eventually). And on that positive
thought... ...... .. . ... . . . . . . . . .. . Bye!


